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The rapid growth of human populations in tropical regions during the last few decades has created serious environmental problems for tropical lakes and reservoirs, most notably eutrophication (Nilssen 1984; Crisman and Streever 1996; Parinet et al. 2004). Thus, management of these tropical inland waters requires a thorough understanding of thermal stratification and mixing processes operating in them because stratification and mixing are critical for primary production (Nilssen 1984; Ruardij et al. 1997; Talling 2001). However, compared to the many studies of temperate lakes, studies of the physics of tropical lakes and reservoirs are relatively few (Boon 1996; Lewis 2000; MacIntyre et al. 2002).

Tropical lakes are generally characterized by higher levels of, and weaker seasonal variations in, solar radiation than are experienced by temperate lakes throughout the year except for periods with high cloud cover (Lewis 1987; Talling and Lemoalle 1998; Gunkel and Casallas 2002). Consequently, water temperature in tropical lakes is generally warmer as a result of larger solar radiation. The higher solar radiation combined with low variations in solar radiation throughout the year in tropical lakes implies that the differences between surface and bottom temperatures in tropical lakes are generally lower than in temperate lakes. The Schmidt stability (Idso 1973) of the water column is generally lower than in temperate lakes with comparable sizes, even though the thermal expansion coefficient varies with temperature (Lewis 1987). The stratification cycle and mixing dynamics are also appreciably different for deep and shallow tropical lakes. Many earlier studies on tropical limnology focused on deep rather than shallow lakes (Crisman and Streever 1996). Deeper tropical lakes (i.e., those with an average depth of approximately 10 m or greater) tend to be warm monomictic, i.e., they mix once per year (normally in winter) and are stably stratified for the rest of the year (Hutchinson and Löffler 1956; Lewis 1983, 2000). Furthermore, diurnal stratification is superimposed upon the deeper seasonal stratification (Lewis 1973; Talling and Lemoalle 1998). In contrast, shallow tropical lakes may achieve complete mixing of the whole water column multiple times every year, possibly even mixing diurnally (Lewis 2000; Talling 2001; Antenucci et al. 2013). It should be noted that some shallow temperate lakes, such as Clear Lake in California, can experience complete mixing with periodic stratification and destratification events on a diurnal timescale during the early summer (Rueda and Schladow 2003; Rueda et al. 2003). Therefore, some of the physics described in this study may be relevant to shallow temperate lakes during certain times of the year.

Talling and Lemoalle (1998) reviewed mixing dynamics and water temperature cycles in tropical lakes, focusing on deeper tropical lakes and annual cycles of water temperature. Due to the higher radiative heating and lower stability, the thickness of the diurnal mixed layer in tropical lakes is more variable than that of temperate lakes (Lewis 1987). The diurnal thermocline formed during the strong heating period deepens in the night. Convective motions between the side arms and the deeper main body of the lake, arising from the different rates of daytime heating and nighttime cooling, may also contribute to a large degree to the thermal structure and diurnal (de)stratification cycles
(Monismith et al. 1990). In addition, shallow lakes can have notable horizontal variations in thermal structure due to spatial differences in the depth of wind mixing (MacIntyre and Melack 1995; MacIntyre et al. 2002).

The present study focuses on the thermal structure and mixing dynamics of Kranji Reservoir, a shallow tropical reservoir located in Singapore (Fig. 1). A description of Kranji Reservoir and the field experiments carried out are presented in the Methods section. The Results section focuses on the data collected during a field deployment in 2007 and presents observed diurnal cycles of thermal stratification and horizontal temperature gradients in the reservoir. The Discussion section describes how Kranji’s dynamics can be summarized in terms of three physical forcing regimes. The physics of each regime is further illustrated by detailed examination of short periods in the data set that fall within each of the three regimes. Typically, the hydrodynamics of lakes and reservoirs are described and classified in terms of two parameters, i.e., the Lake number and the Froude number, which assume the presence of a seasonal thermocline. However, for shallow tropical reservoirs where wind stress, surface heating, and inflows interact on different timescales, it is likely that they are either not necessarily sufficient to describe the thermal cycling or not applicable due to the lack of a seasonal thermocline. In the Discussion section, we have introduced two new dimensionless numbers that can better characterize the stratification dynamics. The implications of this study are presented at the end of the Discussion section.

There are few in-depth studies on the thermal structure and variability of a shallow tropical reservoir in response to forcing events on timescales as short as within 1 d. A related recent study by Antenucci et al. (2013) noted the diurnal heating and cooling pattern for Marina Reservoir, another shallow tropical reservoir in Singapore, in the context of analyzing dissolved oxygen, but it did not provide detailed analysis of its thermal structure.

Methods

Study site—Kranji Reservoir (1°25’N, 103°43’E) is located at the northwest corner of Singapore Island. It is a former river, which was dammed at its mouth in 1972 to form a freshwater storage reservoir. The total area of the Kranji catchment is about 5.6 × 10⁷ m²; the surface area of Kranji Reservoir has been estimated to be about 3.0 × 10⁶ m² and the maximum volume is 1.6 × 10⁷ m³. The length of the main channel of Kranji Reservoir is about 4 km, with maximum depth of about 20 m and average depth of about 5 m. It is one of the water supply reservoirs in Singapore. There are four major tributaries flowing into Kranji Reservoir: Sungei Kangkar, Sungei Tengah, Sungei Peng Siang, and Sungei Pang Sua. Sungei Pang Sua was diverted into Kranji Reservoir at the end of 2005. Kranji Reservoir is almost entirely fed by dry weather flow and storm runoff from the four tributaries and direct precipitation on the reservoir. The outflow of the reservoir includes releases at the Kranji Dam and pumping to water works. A map of Kranji Reservoir and its catchment is shown in Fig. 1. Among other features, measured extinction depths for solar radiation are on the order of 1 m; this is typically associated with the relatively high algal biomass (Gin and Gopalakrishnan 2010).

Field deployment and data collected—A field deployment consisting of thermistor chains using Sea-Bird SBE 39 temperature loggers and two upward-looking 1200 kHz and one upward-looking 600 kHz Teledyne RD Instruments (RDI) acoustic Doppler current profilers (ADCP) was carried out in Kranji Reservoir from 10 April (day of the year [DOY] 100) to 14 June (DOY 165) in 2007; this...
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Table 1. Details of instruments used at each mooring site during field deployment in 2007.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Moorings</th>
<th>Depth (m)</th>
<th>Instruments</th>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Sampling interval</th>
<th>Estimated accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>Thermistor</td>
<td>1 mab</td>
<td>30 s</td>
<td>0.002°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>Thermistor</td>
<td>1 mab</td>
<td>30 s</td>
<td>0.002°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>Thermistor</td>
<td>0.5 mab</td>
<td>30 s</td>
<td>0.002°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>Thermistor chain</td>
<td>1,2,3,4,5 mab</td>
<td>30 s</td>
<td>0.002°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1200 KHz RDI ADCP</td>
<td>0.72–5.32 mab; 0.2 m bins</td>
<td>4 min</td>
<td>0.64 cm s⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M5</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>Thermistor chain</td>
<td>1,2,3,4,5 mab</td>
<td>30 s</td>
<td>0.002°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1200 KHz RDI ADCP</td>
<td>0.72–5.32 mab; 0.2 m bins</td>
<td>4 min</td>
<td>0.64 cm s⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M6</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>Thermistor chain</td>
<td>2,4,6,7,8,9,10,11,12 mab</td>
<td>30 s</td>
<td>0.002°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>600 KHz RDI ADCP</td>
<td>1.61–11.11 mab; 0.5 m bins</td>
<td>4 min</td>
<td>0.46 cm s⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M7</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>Thermistor chain</td>
<td>1,3,5,6 mab</td>
<td>30 s</td>
<td>0.002°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M8</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>Thermistor chain</td>
<td>0.5, 1.5, 2.3 mab</td>
<td>30 s</td>
<td>0.002°C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

mab, meters above the reservoir bottom.

The paper focuses primarily on the water temperatures and velocities measured during this period. The locations of the eight mooring stations (labeled as M1–M8) and the instruments deployed are also shown in Fig. 1, and a summary of the instrument details is provided in Table 1. During this field deployment period, a meteorological station located near M5 was operating (hereafter, referred to as the Met Station). The station recorded air temperature, relative humidity, wind speed and direction, short-wave radiation, and rainfall at 15 min intervals using sensors installed at 1.5 m above water surface (see table 3 of Xing et al. [2012] for instrument details). Unfortunately, there was a short gap of about 10 d in the data recorded at the station from 06 May (DOY 126) to 15 May 2007 (DOY 135) due to an equipment malfunction. The meteorological data with the exception of the rainfall data were filtered with a fourth-order low-pass Butterworth filter with a cutoff timescale of 2 h.

Tributary inflows calculation—To compute the daily total tributary inflow volume, we used the well-established hydrological and hydraulic model XP Stormwater and Wastewater Management Model (XP Software 2005; http://www.xpsoftware.com/), which was established and calibrated over both single and continuous storm flow events to predict the direct runoff from the four main catchments in the Kranji Catchment (Tan et al. 2008). As discussed in Xing et al. (2012), inflow computed using daily rainfall as inputs compared well with the measured daily dam outflow of Kranji Reservoir.

Results

Meteorological observations—The meteorological measurements during the field deployment period are shown in Fig. 2. Diurnal patterns of wind speed, solar radiation, air temperature, and relative humidity were noted. Wind speed had an average value of 1.27 m s⁻¹ and a maximum value of 6.64 m s⁻¹. Wind forcing was generally higher in the afternoon, when it came from the northeast, and lower in the night. For most of the days, solar radiation peaked between 500 W m⁻² and 1000 W m⁻². Air temperature underwent a cooling period from DOYs 116 to 120 and stayed low for a few days; this was followed by a gradual warming. The relative humidity peaked near 100% daily and averaged 84%. There were a number of rainfall events, particularly over DOYs 116 to 120 (see Fig. 2F), with the largest event in terms of runoff volume occurring on DOY 116. These events will be shown below to drive significant vertical and horizontal stratification.

Diurnal cycles of thermal stratification—Time series of water temperature at surface, middle, and bottom depths at M4 (the junction of three tributaries) and at M6 (the deepest mooring station along the main channel of Kranji Reservoir) are plotted in Fig. 3A,C for the field deployment period. The temperature of the surface water exhibited a clear diurnal cycle, and the temperature of the middle and bottom water changed more slowly, over a period of several days. Periodic stratification and destratification occurred diurnally. Several cold inflow events are present in this record, with the largest single event occurring on DOY 116, after which the water column remained stratified for about 3 d before complete mixing resumed on a diurnal basis (for detailed structure of temperature and flow, see fig. 3 of Xing et al. 2012). Early in the record, the lake was well mixed, after which it warmed up by approximately 1°C before being cooled down by the cooler air temperature (see Figs. 2D, 3A,C) and cold storm inflows during DOYs 113 to 117. The water column was then warmed again and was well mixed again by DOY 119.

Differences (ΔT) between the surface and the bottom temperatures at M4 and M6 are plotted in Fig. 3B,D. Diurnal cycles of stratification and destratification can be observed at both the locations. Generally, stratification (defined here by ΔT of 0.5°C to 3.0°C) formed during the daylight hours and reduced nightly when cooling occurred. The maximum stratification observed during the deployment occurred at M4 during the largest inflow event of the record, when cold inflows from tributaries plunged into the deeper part of the junction of these tributaries and increased the stratification.

Horizontal temperature differences—Horizontal temperature differences at 1 m and 5 m below the water surface along the main channel of the reservoir were substantial and comparable to vertical variations (Fig. 4A,B). There
were also significant temporal variations: differences were generally greater near the water surface (1 m below) than near the bottom (5 m below), with the exception of the cold inflow event from DOY 113 to DOY 117, in which the cold inflows from the tributaries plunged into deeper parts of the junction (M4) and formed the large horizontal temperature difference at the deeper depths. As expected from past observations (Monismith et al. 1990), water temperature changes in the shallower arms during daytime heating and nighttime cooling were larger than in the deeper main channel (Fig. 4C,D). Thus, we expect that thermally driven horizontal exchange should be a key transport mechanism in Kranji.

Observed behavior: three types of days—We have found that Kranji’s thermal structure varied during different days and that, as shown below, there are generally three types of days describing the different stratification and mixing dynamics, specifically, solar radiation–dominated days, windy days, and cold inflow days.

For the solar radiation–dominated days, the incoming solar radiation was typically large during the day, and strong vertical stratification formed in the afternoon. For example, on DOY 110, the reservoir was nearly well mixed in the early morning. Due to solar radiation during the day, the reservoir became vertically stratified in the afternoon, developing a shallow surface layer about 2 m thick (see Fig. 5D). Much like the diurnal mixed layer discussed in Imberger (1985), this layer deepened nearly to the bottom at night due to surface cooling (not shown).

Vertical temperature profiles and the current velocities at M4, M5, and M6 for DOY 110 are also shown in Fig. 5A–C. In the morning (09:00 h to 12:00 h), the lake exhibited little vertical stratification, the wind was as low as 2.5 m s$^{-1}$, and the velocities at all three stations were insignificant. The vertical stratification started to build up (12:00 h to 15:00 h) and peaked in the late afternoon (15:00 h to 18:00 h). There were also notable horizontal temperature differences (∼1.0°C) in the surface waters between the shallower stations (M4 and M5) and the deeper station (M6), as shallower regions were expected to have larger temperature changes than deeper locations during the daytime heating (Monismith et al. 1990). The wind coming from the dam direction peaked at 5 m s$^{-1}$ in the late afternoon as well. Both the horizontal temperature differences and the stronger wind led to a significant flow (∼0.05 m s$^{-1}$) of the surface waters from the dam to the junction of the tributaries, with a return flow in the middle depth that was enhanced by tributary inflows.

For the windy days, strong winds mixed the waters in the surface layer and deepened it. The stratification of the water column was dominated by the wind mixing instead of the net heat flux. As an example of a windy day, the time evolution of the Kranji temperature field of DOY 125 is
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shown in Fig. 6D. In the afternoon, strong wind mixing in the surface layer prevented the formation of stable vertical stratification in the reservoir.

Vertical temperature profiles and the current velocities at M4, M5, and M6 on DOY 125 are also shown in Fig. 6. Horizontal temperature differences remained comparable to vertical temperature differences (in terms of $\Delta T$) between the shallower stations (M4 and M5) and the deeper station (M6) during 09:00 h to 18:00 h. Due to the varying cross-reservoir topography, the wind-driven flow near the surface was upwind in the deeper center channel of Kranji Reservoir, as measured by ADCPs; we hypothesize that a reverse flow develops downwind in the shallower side regions (not measured), corresponding to the wind-driven flow pattern shown in Fischer (1976). The mid–water column flows at the moorings in the main channel were toward the tributaries, suggesting a baroclinically dominated flow. The complex wind- and density-driven flow in the presence of varying topography is beyond the scope of this study.

The horizontal temperature difference in the surface waters between shallower and deeper stations is reduced from 09:00–12:00 h to 12:00–15:00 h. However it was increased by 0.05°C during 15:00–18:00 h. This is due to weak solar radiation and strong wind mixing in this period, when the vertical stratification in the shallower region reduced and the surface temperature dropped.

For the cold inflow days, an appreciable amount of cold inflow arising from large rainfall events plunged into the lower layers of the water column and increased the stratification. For example, on DOY 116, from 11:00 h in the morning, large cold inflows from tributaries plunged into the deeper part of the junction (M4) and increased $\Delta T$ to as high as 3.0°C at M4 (Fig. 7). Vertical $\Delta T_{\text{max}}$ in the main channel of the reservoir reached 1.73°C, which was the largest value of $\Delta T_{\text{max}}$ observed during the 2 month field deployment period. Relatively large vertical stratification and horizontal temperature gradients were maintained during the night of DOY 116 and throughout DOY 117. On DOY 117 the daily averaged shortwave solar radiation $Q_{\text{sw}}$ was 127 W m$^{-2}$ (not shown). With increased radiation and smaller cold inflow during DOY 117, a surface layer of around 2 m formed in the afternoon, such that the system reverted to behaving like a one-dimensional...

![Fig. 3. Water temperatures at different depths of (A) M4 at 1 m, 3 m, and 5 m below surface and (C) M6 at 1 m, 6 m, and 11 m below surface; and thermal stratification ($\Delta T = T_{\text{top}} - T_{\text{bottom}}$) at (B) M4 and (D) M6 for the field deployment period from DOYs 103 to 162 of 2007.](image-url)
Vertical temperature profiles and the current velocities at

system after 17:00 h of DOY 117. However, the water
column was still cold in DOY 117, and it took 3 d to
recover (see Fig. 3).

Vertical temperature profiles and the current velocities at
M4, M5, and M6 are shown in Fig. 7 for DOY 116. In the
ear morning (06:00 h to 09:00 h), the lake exhibited little
vertical stratification, and the wind was as low as 1.0 m s⁻¹.
The cold inflow entered the main channel with surface flow
as large as 0.5 m s⁻¹ at M4, about 0.05 m s⁻¹ at M5, and near
zero at M6. The vertical stratification started to build up
from 09:00 h to 12:00 h, and the velocity at the surface of
both M4 and M5 reached 0.1 m s⁻¹. The cold inflow plunged
into the deeper part of M4, and the velocity at 2 to 4 m below
the surface exceeded the surface velocity of M4. From 12:00
h to 15:00 h, large horizontal temperature differences formed
in the deeper waters between M4 and M6. Thus, velocity up
to 0.1 m s⁻¹ at the depth of 4 m under the surface and a
negative surface velocity of −0.04 m s⁻¹ were observed.

Fig. 4. (A) Horizontal temperature differences from M6 to
M4 at 1 m and 5 m below surface, (B) horizontal temperature
differences from M6 to M5 at 1 m and 5 m below surface, (C)
horizontal temperature differences of surface water temperatures
from the three tributaries (M1, M2, and M3) to the junction (M4),
and (D) horizontal temperature differences of surface water
temperatures from the Sungei Pangsua channel to its inlet in the
main channel (M5) for the field deployment period from DOYs
103 to 162 of 2007.

Strong vertical stratification peaked at 3.0°C at M4 from
15:00 h to 18:00 h, when the surface temperatures at the three
stations were close to each other, whereas horizontal temperature differences between M4 and M6 peaked near
3.0°C at 5 m below the surface. The substantial horizontal
temperature differences during this period led to a velocity
profile at M4 with a negative velocity of −0.06 m s⁻¹ at the
surface waters and 0.10 m s⁻¹ at 5 m below the surface. In
the afternoon, the wind (~ 2.5 m s⁻¹) blowing from the dam
may have also contributed to the surface flow; however, the
vertical wind mixing was not sufficient to deepen the diurnal
mixed layer at the stations.

Discussion

We show below that Kranji’s thermal dynamics, charac-
terized in terms of three fundamental physical forcing
regimes, can be determined by the buoyancy of inflows and
by surface forcing due to winds and surface heat exchanges.

Traditionally, reservoir dynamics have been character-
ized in terms of two parameters, the Lake number, \( L_N \)
(Imberger and Patterson 1990), and the Froude number,
\( Fr \), given by the expressions:

\[
L_N = \frac{g S_c (1 - z_T / z_m)}{\rho u^2 A_s^{3/2} (1 - z_T / z_m)}
\] (1)

and

\[
Fr = \frac{Q}{A_c (g' H)^{1/2}}
\] (2)

where \( S_c \) is the Birge stability (Idso 1973), \( z_T \) is the height of
the thermocline, \( z_m \) is the height of the center of mass, \( z_e \) is
the height of the center of volume, \( A_s \) is the surface area of
the reservoir, \( u^* \) is the shear stress of the wind (drag
coefficient of 1.3 × 10⁻³ is used to compute \( u^* \)), \( Q \) is the
inflow flow rate, \( g' = zT g \) is the effective reduced gravity
of the inflow defined using the temperature contrast between
reservoir and inflow of \( \Delta T_0 \), \( z \) is the thermal expansion
coefficient for a linear equation of state, \( A_c \) is the cross-
sectional area, and \( H \) is the mean depth of the reservoir.

\( L_N \) measures the likelihood of upwelling and concomi-
tant longitudinal variations in temperature, whereas \( Fr \) is
taken to represent the production of similar temperature
variations by inflows (Imberger and Patterson 1990). When
\( L_N < 1 \), upwelling is likely; whereas, when \( L_N > 1 \),
stratification dominates the forces introduced by surface
wind energy and little seiching of the seasonal thermocline
is expected (Robertson and Imberger 1994). Likewise, when
\( Fr < 1 \), inflows are weak and the reservoir stratification
remains vertical.

\( L_N \) is generally used when there is seasonal thermocline,
and it assumes that wind is the dominating force for
mixing while neglecting the inflow and outflow. However,
in a shallow tropical reservoir system like Kranji Reservoir, a seasonal thermocline does not exist; and, as
our analysis shows, the cold inflows will increase the
stratification, which was not included in the calculation of
\( L_N \). Thus \( L_N \) cannot fully describe the dynamics in shallow
Fig. 5. DOY 110 in 2007. (A) Water temperature at M4, M5, and M6 averaged over 3 h. (B) Wind direction and strength during the 3 h, with the arrows pointing in the direction the wind is blowing. (C) Velocity along the main channel at M4, M5, and M6 averaged over 3 h on the same day, with the positive direction defined as along the main channel and toward the Kranji dam. (D) Isotherms, plotted by interpolating water temperature measured by thermistors from 1 m to 7 m in the four mooring stations (M4, M5, M6, and M7) in the main channel. The interval between contour lines is 0.2°C. The x-axis is the distance from dam in meters and the y-axis is the depth from water surface in meters.
tropical lakes and reservoirs. As for the Froude number, it decreases when the temperature contrast between reservoir and inflow increases. However, as shown in the cold inflow days of the Results section, a large $\Delta T_0$ will increase the stratification in the reservoir. In addition, the $Fr$ (calculated below in Fig. 8) is much less than 1 all the time, showing that inflows are weak, which is not the case here.
As an alternative, we next develop two new dimensionless numbers of $I_{IW}$ and $I_{W}$, incorporating the competing forces of wind stress, surface heating, and inflows. $I_{IW}$ is associated with the stratifying effect of the inflow in the face of wind mixing; $I_{W}$ is a measure of the importance of wind to surface heat mixing processes. As shown below, they can be used to effectively characterize the stratification dynamics of the Kranji.
Fig. 8. Daily average dimensionless parameters of (A) Lake number, (B) Froude number, (C) $I_{WB}$, (D) $I_{WB}$, and (E) thermal stratification ($\Delta T$) for Kranji Reservoir for the field deployment period from DOYs 103 to 162 of 2007.

To evaluate the relative strength of buoyancy flux associated with cold inflows and wind stress in terms of energy fluxes, we proceed as follows. The buoyancy flux of the tributary inflows is defined by $B = g'Q$, where $g'$ is the effective reduced gravity of the inflow and $Q$ is the inflow rate (Fischer et al. 1979). The effect of wind mixing, expressed in the same units, is $(u_t^3/h)A_x$, i.e., expressed as a depth-averaged turbulent kinetic energy input rate (see Pope 2000, p. 88), where $h$ is the depth of surface mixed layer. Thus, a dimensionless parameter that represents the relative balance of inflow-induced stratification and its mixing by wind stresses is

$$I_{WB} = \frac{Bh}{u_t^3A_x}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

We expect that, when $I_{WB} << 1$, wind mixing eliminates stratification induced by the inflow; whereas, when $I_{WB} >> 1$, wind mixing is weak and stratification should be directly related to inflows.

The second critical parameter is the strength of wind mixing relative to the effects of surface heat fluxes, including radiation. As before, the surface turbulent kinetic energy flux is given by $u_t^3/h$, whereas the surface buoyancy flux is equal to

$$B_s = -2g\tilde{H}/\rho c_p = u_t^3/h$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $u_t$ stands for the velocity scale associated with the daytime heating, $\tilde{H}$ is the surface heat flux (positive when cooling), and $c_p$ is the heat capacity at constant pressure (Imberger 1985). As discussed in Fischer et al. (1979), the buoyancy flux can be expressed in terms of a velocity that will be positive for cooling and negative for heating. Since the principal concern of our analysis is the dynamics of daytime stratification, we can then define the competing effects of heating and wind mixing using the ratio of these two velocities:

$$I_{WB} = -\frac{u_s}{u_t}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

This ratio is similar to the ratio of the Monin-Obukhov length, which is the height at which wind stirring balances surface heat fluxes in terms of energy, to the mixed layer depth (Imberger 1985). When $I_{WB} > 1$ we would expect wind mixing to dominate stratification production, whereas if $I_{WB} < 1$ and positive, stratification will develop due to radiative heating.

In summary, four parameters may potentially be used to describe the response of the lake temperature field to physical forcing; daily averaged values (averaging 24 h, assumed to be zero during the lake cooling period) of all four parameters are plotted in Fig. 8.

For much of the observational period, daily averaged values of $L_N \sim 1$ or less, implying that longitudinal variations in thermal structure due to upwelling should be common. As we will discuss below, this is not the case, probably because the stratification, created by surface heating in the daytime and destroyed by the convective cooling in the nighttime, occurs at a timescale shorter than what would constitute the period for first-mode internal seiching, $T_i$. The latter is estimated using the expression for a two-layer stratification given in Spigel and Imberger (1980) as

$$T_i = \frac{2L}{c_i} = 9.4 \times 10^4 \text{ s} = 26.1 \text{ h}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where

$$c_i = \sqrt{\frac{g' h_1 h_2}{h_1 + h_2}} = 0.07 \text{ m s}^{-1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

and $h_1 = 2 \text{m}$, $h_2 = 6 \text{m}$, $L = 3 \text{ km}$, and $g' = 0.003 \text{ m}^2 \text{s}^{-1}$. Thus, $T_i$ is somewhat greater than a day, whereas the stratification changes diurnally.

Alternatively, the horizontal adjustment timescale of baroclinic velocities induced by longitudinal temperature gradients can be estimated using the “long box” analysis presented in Cormack et al. (1974) as

$$U_{\text{max}} \approx 0.01 \frac{g\tilde{\varepsilon}/\tilde{c}_x H^3}{v_t} \approx 0.1 \frac{g\tilde{\varepsilon}/\tilde{c}_x H^2}{u_s}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

where, for wind-mixed conditions, we have assumed $v_t \sim 0.1H u_s$. Using appropriate values of these parameters, e.g., $\tilde{\varepsilon} = 2 \times 10^{-4} \text{ C m}^{-1}$ and $u_s \approx 5 \times 10^{-3} \text{ m s}^{-1}$, gives $U_{\text{max}} = 4 \text{ mm s}^{-1}$, implying a horizontal adjustment timescale for the length of the reservoir of approximately 8.5 d. Thus, the reservoir also adjusts more slowly to these variations than they are created or destroyed. As suggested earlier, the dynamics studied here might also pertain to
shallow temperate lakes in the summer, when stratification is sometimes removed on a diurnal basis.

Likewise, \( Fr \) is generally small and within the range of 0 to 0.2. In the usual context, this implies that inflows do not perturb the largely vertical stratification (Imberger and Patterson 1990). Finally, the two parameters we introduced above, \( I_{IW} \) and \( I_{WB} \), show that, for most of the record, wind mixing is weaker than heating and that inflows are also generally weak; both have a few notable exceptions that we discuss below.

The utility of \( I_{IW} \) and \( I_{WB} \) can be seen by plotting the daily maximum vertical difference \( \Delta T \) as a function of daily average solar radiation. This was done for all days of the deployment period from DOYs 103 through 162 in 2007, except for days 126 to 135, when solar radiation data measured by the Met Station were not available. The stratification in the reservoir was linearly related to the average solar radiation during the day (Fig. 9). This is to be expected since, in the absence of other effects (e.g., inflows or cooling), conservation of heat implies that

\[
\Delta T_{\text{max}} = -\frac{1}{\rho c_p h_h} \int Q_{\text{mod}} dt_{\text{heat}} = -\frac{T_{\text{day}}}{\rho c_p h_h} \left( \overline{Q_{sw}} - \gamma \right)
\]

Here, \( h_h \) is the thickness (m) of the near-surface layer, where the shortwave radiation in W m\(^{-2}\) is absorbed and through which its effects are mixed. \( T_{\text{day}} \) is 86,400 s, and \( t_{\text{heat}} \) is taken to be the daylight hours, i.e., 43,200 s (07:00 h–19:00 h). Linear regression of the data in Fig. 9 gives

\[
\Delta T_{\text{max}} = \beta \left( \overline{Q_{sw}} - \gamma \right)
\]

Here, \( \beta \) equals 8.6 \( \times \) 10\(^{-3}\) K m\(^2\) W\(^{-1}\) and \( \gamma \) equals 42 W m\(^{-2}\). The offset \( \gamma \) implies that the net effect of longwave radiation and latent and sensible heat fluxes averages about \(-42\) W m\(^{-2}\) (cooling), whereas the slope \( \beta \) implies that \( h_h = 2.4\) m.

Uncertainties exist in deriving the linear regression line shown in Fig. 9. The main uncertainties are from the neglect of horizontal heat redistribution mitigated with the use of an average \( \Delta T \) from the four mooring stations along the reservoir main channel and the neglect of spatial variability in the solar radiation as measured by the single Met Station. Prediction bounds of 95% confidence level are plotted in Fig. 9 to take into account the uncertainties of the linear regression equation. Daily average dimensionless numbers are also plotted in the \( I_{IW}–I_{WB} \) plane together with the boundaries of different regimes (see Fig. 10).
The data shown in Figs. 9 and 10 illustrate three different forcing regimes, which represent the three types of days described in the observations section. (1) A solar radiation–dominated regime accounts for 43 d, or approximately 88% of the record. Large or moderate heating events occurred during these days with significant variations in wind forcing, but stratification formation was dominated by the net heat flux, instead of wind mixing. (2) A windy regime was observed for 3 d, or 6% of the record. Lastly, (3) a cold inflow regime occurred for 3 d (6%) of the record. The empirically observed boundaries for these regimes are in terms of $IIW$ and $IWB$: solar radiation–dominated regime, $IIW > 0.4$ and $IWB < 1$; windy regime, $I_{IW} < 0.4$ and $I_{WB} > 1$; cold inflow regime, $I_{IW} > 0.4$ and $I_{WB} < 1$.

It is observed that most of the days in the solar radiation–dominated regime are within the prediction bounds of the linear regression (Eq. 10) and that days in the cold inflow regime are beyond the upper bound, whereas days in the windy regime are below the lower bound of the linear regression fit. This is consistent with the physics of each of the regimes, i.e., vertical $\Delta T$ in the solar radiation regime can be largely determined by the solar radiation within a certain level of uncertainty; $\Delta T$ in the cold inflow regime is much larger than predicted by the solar radiation using Eq. 10, as plunging cold inflow increases the vertical stratification; whereas $\Delta T$ in the windy regime is much lower than predicted using Eq. 10, as stronger wind mixing reduces the vertical stratification formed by radiative heating.

However, there exist a few days close to the prediction bounds of the linear regression (see Fig. 9) as well as to the regime boundaries (see Fig. 10). To further determine the validity of the delineation of these days, specifically, DOYs 107, 119, 114, and 124, 15 min time series data of $I_{WB}$ and $I_{IW}$ during each of these 4 d are plotted in the $I_{IW}$–$I_{WB}$ plane together with the boundaries of different regimes in Fig. 11. Seventy percent of the time series data during DOY 124 are within the upper left quadrant of the plot, which indicates that during most of the time in DOY 124 the stratification was dominated by wind mixing. Similarly, 100% of the time series data during DOY 114 are within the lower right quadrant of the plot, indicating that during DOY 114 wind mixing was always weak compared to inflow-induced stratification. Finally, for DOYs 107 and 119, 52% and 65%, respectively, of the time series data during these 2 d are within the lower left quadrant of the plot, i.e., the solar radiation–dominated regime. Thus, via this way of closer examination, the delineation of days close to the prediction bounds is validated.

In the solar radiation–dominated regime, the incoming solar radiation was large during the day and strong vertical stratification formed in the afternoon. For example, on DOY 110, $\Delta T_{max} = 1.1^\circ C$, which was achieved late in the afternoon (see Fig. 5). The daily averaged $I_{WB} = 0.54$, so wind mixing effects were small for this case.

In the windy regime, strong winds during the day mixed the waters in the surface layer and deepened it. The stratification of the water column was dominated by the wind mixing instead of the net heat flux. Daily max $\Delta T$ in the windy regime was smaller than that in the solar radiation regime at comparable daily average solar radiation (see Fig. 9). For example, on DOYs 124 and 125, daily averaged $I_{WB}$ was 1.43 and 1.45, respectively. The temperature field evolution in DOY 125 shown in Fig. 6D had a $\Delta T_{max}$ of 0.6°C, whereas the $\overline{Q_{sw}}$ was
175 W m$^{-2}$. In contrast, in the solar radiation regime a day at comparable $Q_{sw}$ results in a $\Delta T_{\text{max}}$ notably larger than 1°C (see Fig. 9).

In the cold inflow regime, appreciable cold inflow arising from large rainfall events plunged into the lower layers of the water column and increased the stratification. At comparable daily average solar radiation, $\Delta T_{\text{max}}$ in the cold inflow regime was significantly greater than $\Delta T_{\text{max}}$ in the solar radiation regime. On DOY 116, $Q_{sw}$ was 91 W m$^{-2}$ and there was a total of 36 mm of rainfall on the reservoir surface in the early morning (Fig. 7). On DOYs 116 and 117, daily averaged $I_{IIW}$ was 1.7 and 0.5, respectively, and $\Delta T_{\text{max}}$ for these 2 d was significantly higher than for days in the solar radiation regime at comparable daily average solar radiation (Fig. 9).

The observations we report in this paper highlight the importance of diurnal and synoptic variability in mixing and heating, as well as the key role played by shallow regions and inflows in determining thermal structure and, thus, overall physics of such shallow tropical lakes. The dynamical balance of the system is sensitive to small forcing events, with the timescale of changes as short as a day or less, shorter than the estimated internal seiche period of 26.1 h. Strong stratification is formed if sufficient net solar radiation is available and is reduced almost every day in the reservoir by nighttime cooling. Analysis of the field deployment data indicates three dynamical regimes: a solar radiation-dominated regime, a windy regime, and a cold inflow regime; and these regimes are further delineated by two dimensionless numbers, $I_{IIW}$ and $I_{W/B}$, with $I_{W/B}$ being similar to the Monin–Obukhov length (Imberger 1985). Most importantly, it appears that the usual conceptual model of lakes, in which they are viewed as having a background stratification that evolves seasonally and is perturbed by distinct forcing events (Imberger 1985), is inappropriate for shallow tropical systems like Kranji Reservoir. Traditional selective withdrawal might not be suitable for a shallow tropical reservoir like Kranji since there is no seasonal thermocline formed in the water column. Lastly, studies of phytoplankton dynamics and nutrients cycling vertically need to take into account the vertical mixing intensity and the short timescale of thermal (de)stratification cycles.
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